What is new in FM research?
Per Anker Jensen, September 2018

Introduction
CFM was established in 2008 as a national Realdania research centre. In February 2018 we celebrated our 10 years anniversary by a conference and launching two new publications with overviews of our research results from the last 10 years. By the end of 2018 CFM will finish as a Realdania supported research centre. We want to mark that with a seminar, where we present our current research and discuss it with some of CFM’s collaboration partners and stakeholders. Thereby the seminar will indicate the research results that are in the making among the researchers connected to CFM.

The seminar will present new research results concerning FM. It will include presentations based on CFM’s ongoing PhD-projects. For each presentation there will be appointed discussants/opponents, who have been asked to prepare some critical questions and comments to ensure a thorough discussion about the research projects. Per Anker Jensen, head of CFM, will chair and facilitate the seminar and frame the discussion by a short Intro: CFM Towards the Peak! and a final remark: Now What?

Programme
12:15 Arrival and sandwiches
13:00 Welcome and intro – CFM towards the Peak! v/ Per Anker Jensen
13:10 Strategic Partnerships for Sustainable Renovation v/ Jakob Brinke Berg
   Discussants/opponents: Christian Thuesen, DTU and Hans Blinkilde, NCC
13:50 Knowledge Transfer from Operation to Design of Buildings and Ships v/ Helle Lohmann Rasmussen
   Discussants/opponents: Tommy Birkebæk, Maskinmesterskolen and Ole Teisen, Sweco
14:30 Planning Public Spaces in Hospitals v/ Supuck Prugsiganont
   Discussants/opponents: Susanne Balslev Nielsen and Annette Krath Poulsen
15:10 Coffee Break
15:30 Implementing IT-systems to Manage Environmental Building Performance v/ Esmir Maslesa
   Discussants/opponents: Carlos Jimenez-Bescos, University of Nottingham, Morten Birkved, SDU and
   Poul Ebbesen, Rambøll
16:45 Final remark – So What? v/ Per Anker Jensen
17:00 Drinks Social
17:30 Finish

Practicalities
Date: Thursday 15 November 2018
Venue: Technical University of Denmark, Anker Engelundsvej 1, Entrance 101A, Meeting room S.09.
The seminar will be in English and is open for everybody interested. Participation is free.
Please sign up by sending an e-mail to Per Anker Jensen: pank@dtu.dk